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ABSTRACT
When the Alligator Called to Elijah is a feature-length video conceptualized and
constructed by Kate Shults in partial fulfillment of the requirements for earning a Master of Fine
Arts in Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema from the University of Central Florida. The video is the
result of an evolving exploration of the aesthetic capabilities of the digital image using Flip
Video cameras, found footage and Final Cut Pro. Though originating as an experiment, When the
Alligator Called to Elijah became a creation of motion collage with very specific production
parameters. This thesis is a record of this video’s progression, from development to picture lock,
taking it into preparation for exhibition and distribution.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
The feature length video, When the Alligator Called to Elijah, is the fulfillment of my
desire to make a very personal work. The content of the piece is a response to my obsession with
digital images and the landscapes of my home state. But the process of breaking down these
images, manipulating them and reassembling them into something completely new is a reflection
of my significant growth as a video artist. I wanted to discover new things about the digital
image and tell my Florida story in a cinematic language all my own. It was a leap of faith to trust
that these experiments would add up to a coherent piece, but I had the freedom and support to
see my vision through.
Though the term handcrafted refers to the absence of machines when making an object, I
feel it aptly describes the kind of video When the Alligator Called to Elijah became. Though
images were found or captured with a camera and manipulated on a computer, each layer of
video was a small piece of the larger frame. Because of the individual attention given each frame
of video, the process felt analogous to experiences I have had hand-manipulating 16mm film.
Handcrafted implies meticulous construction but also the artifacts of human imperfection. No
two handcrafted objects can be truly identical. I sought to embrace a process in which perceived
imperfections in the video’s construction became part of the inherent aesthetics of the whole. By
foregrounding the video’s construction, I wanted to forge a bond between author and viewer that
transcended the emotional empathy of the script or the compelling nature of the visuals. The term
handcrafted applies to When the Alligator Called to Elijah because it is a digital video that
retains the artifacts of its creator and her process.
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Conception
Creating a project of the experimental modality was not my intention when I applied for
the film MFA program. First I had to admit to myself that my initial thesis script would not
sustain my interest for the entirety of the three-year program. That script was a traditional
feature-length drama set in a Florida beach house. While the literary elements of the script were
meaningful and engaging, I found myself drawing a blank when considering the cinematic style
and approach to the content. Every way the script could have been filmed seemed like it would
be an afterthought, used only to display the script and acting of the film. I wanted my thesis
project to be exclusively cinematic and to engage the medium formally in a way that was of
equal or greater importance to the narrative content. I felt that if there was nothing interesting
about the film’s formal construction, then there would be no compulsion for me to work on it.
That script could just as effectively exist as a stage play or short story.
More importantly, I wanted to use my time in an academic setting to take significant
artistic risks. This period of my career should be used for exploration and experimentation.
Beyond the university environment, I thought it rare that I would have another opportunity to
make a video with as much control and artistic freedom, without the pressure of professional
embarrassment or financial failure. Because the digital medium is by and large in its infancy, the
best way for me to explore its potential is to frame the digital images in my project as
fundamentally separate and different from the celluloid film medium. I wanted to cultivate a
digital-specific aesthetic and I wanted to do it at a time when my ideas about filmmaking were
still young and malleable.
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The most significant difference between a film image and a digital image is that the
digital medium lacks the finite physicality of celluloid. It can be infinitely manipulated and
varied. The craft of filmmaking is now less about technical and creative proficiency and more
about the ability to perfect the realism of an image digitally. In short, with digital technology one
can fix anything in the postproduction stage of filmmaking. For me, this has two implications:
filmmakers should rely much less on industrial production models and there is no need to make a
digital video with the polish of industrial Independent cinema. If any independent filmmaker can
make an image that has the same look as a Hollywood film, then where is the value in making
those aping images? It became clear to me that unless I made a film that was radically different
from anything I had seen before, I would not do justice to the potential of digital filmmaking.
These revelations coincided with my re-entry to the United States after a six-month stay
in Argentina. My time abroad endowed me with a fresh perspective on my home state, Florida.
Before leaving, it was the only place I had ever lived. I became newly transfixed by Florida’s
natural landscapes and was compelled to capture them with my Flip Video camera everywhere I
went. With new clarity, I saw clearly that Florida was a battleground for the indiscriminate fury
of Nature and the volatile conditions of humanity. I felt tasked to express these feelings and
create their sensory equivalent to them within the digital film medium.
Unconsciously, I had begun to draw a parallel between the qualities of the digital image
that I wanted to explore and the qualities of the Florida experience that interested me. Many
writers and theorists on the subject of digital art speak to the idea that in order to better
understand and study the digital image, one must break it apart, corrupt it, compress it, or
somehow subvert its intended uses. As I began to apply this method to the Florida footage I had
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captured, I became interested in the layering of multiple images together and the way these
layers upset a viewer’s spatial perceptions of a moving image. As one image layer would glitch
and split apart, it revealed elements of the image layer behind it. The total image, of the layers
together, creates a paradoxical expression of both the image’s flatness and its potential for spatial
depth. To me, this was analogous to the density of Florida landscapes. Each cracked and
pulsating digital image was like an old resort hotel bleached by the sun, covered in vines and
layers of chipped and faded paint.
The subsequent challenge was to find a narrative thread that could bind these visual
experiments together in a cohesive, feature-length video. In order to keep my focus purely on
the image creation, I sought to minimize any concerns with traditional elements of storytelling. I
needed a script that would serve as a skeleton for the video and function as a map of narrative
indicators, connected and defined loosely but never explicitly so. Jim Jarmusch’s 2009 film The
Limits of Control confirmed my ideas that a film could suggest narrative plot points, emotional
significance, and characterization without actually representing them on screen. Jarmusch’s film
exploits audience expectations about story elements and film language, charging viewers to fill
in narrative gaps in the film themselves. The best example of this is the Lone Man character in
Limits, who is given hardly any characterization or apparent motivation for his actions. Yet,
because he is the principle subject of the camera, he is the character that the film follows and the
audience trusts that he is significant. In actuality, the ability of the audience to project their own
expectations on a film’s narrative is a phenomenon that contemporary films employ more and
more often. Particularly in action-adventure and horror films, cinematic tropes are so deeply
engrained in audiences that it seems they detect such qualities even when they are not actually
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present in a given film. This would suggest that I could make a video that merely signified a
story but actually had no story at all.
Even without the pressure of creating a story, there was still the question of how to
structure the video and what to photograph. How do you write a script if you are unconcerned
with the story? I struggled to answer that question until I decided to adapt a previously existing
story structure. The video needed to contain discrete sections that I could treat as a progression
of small, visual experiments. Drawing from my bank of previous ideas, I decided to adapt the
Stations of the Cross for a modern Florida setting. I created a sketch of a character, Elijah, who
travels through Florida with a mysterious purpose, collecting indecipherable clues, and sinking
further into his own destruction. Films such as Jon Jost’s Frameup (1993) and Jennifer Todd
Reeves’ Chronic (1997) provided effective studies of feature-length films that contain small,
simple stories that are woven among abstract and experimental sections.
The Stations of the Cross was a perfect match for the project, as I began to consider the
Passion of Christ in relation to my feelings about the natural world. Christian mythology is, at its
core, about the transcendence of death and attainment of everlasting life in Heaven. Christianity
enforces the idea that the planet Earth is only a holding place or a testing ground. Life on Earth is
a preface for an existence on some metaphysical plane. It seemed all the more appropriate that I
create a somewhat inverted version of the Passion of Christ, with my Christ-figure failing to
transcend Nature. Rather than expressing a divine sacrifice and transcendence, my project would
reflect the powerlessness of Man over Nature. Moreover, I would express that Man is a part of
Nature and therefore destroys Himself.
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Goals
With thematic clarity and a substantial direction for my script, I began to set some goals
for the project. These goals would serve as philosophical beacons when I became lost in my own
work, as well as define some important production limitations for the piece. Though I identified
these goals early in the video’s conception, they deepened and took on more rigors as I began to
construct the project in Final Cut Pro. It was not until the last few months of making the video
that these limitations and goals were comprehensive enough to strictly define my process and the
nature of the piece. My process evolved organically throughout the video’s creation, but it was
the constant and conscious tightening and defining of these limitations that ultimately yielded the
finished product.
The first goal of the project was the aforementioned exploration of the digital image on
strictly digital terms. To more precisely understand what this meant, I spent a great deal of time
thinking deeply about the film medium. What were the concerns of a filmmaker shooting on film
and how could I eliminate these concerns? What were the aesthetic values of the digital image
and how could I exploit them? This would mean consciously countering much of my formal and
academic training in film production.
The easiest way to do this was to start with the camera. If I could break away from what I
thought was a good-looking film image, I could begin to see the beauty in a wholly new kind of
image. Fortunately, in my undergraduate studies I had already begun a long love affair with Flip
Video cameras. The Flip was ideal for this sort of retraining of my sensibilities because it
severely limits the kind of images that can be photographed. Standard definition Flip Videos take
low-resolution images that can be varied little through manual controls. The camera has a slight
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zoom, but no other image adjustments are available to the user. It is also insensitive to light,
making footage taken at night difficult to see. On the other hand, lighting that was too bright
registered as black glitches on the Flip image. These restrictions made it difficult to evaluate the
quality of my footage based on my film sensibilities— the footage would always fall short. The
low resolution made it difficult to distinguish detail in very wide shots, and the camera’s lens
could not focus on very tight shots. With the Flip Video, I was limited to images that avoid
extremes of framing and lighting. Without much of the shot variety that film affords, I was
forced to appreciate the Flip Video image on its own terms. I gained a great deal of sensitivity
for looking at the world with my own eye and interpreting for the Flip camera. Stan Brakhage’s
words about the film image suddenly began to make sense to me and to speak to my own
feelings about the digital image,
“Forget ideology, for film unborn as it is has no language and speaks like an aborigine –
monotonous rhetoric. Abandon aesthetics – the moving picture image without religious
foundations, let alone the cathedral, the art form…Negate technique, for film, like
America, has not been discovered yet, and mechanization, in the deepest possible sense
of the word, traps both beyond measuring even chances…Let film be. It is
something…becoming.” (Brakhage 15)

The limitations of the Flip camera opened up the limitless new frontier of the digital image for
me.
A second goal for the video became defining and limiting my production methods.
Coupled with the need to separate myself from the aesthetics of the film image was a desire to
seek out alternative production strategies. I had been trained to run hierarchical film sets, with
modified crew positions for low-budget filmmaking. It seemed counter-productive to continue
adapting industrial models of production for a project that had set its sights on discovering a new
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kind of digital movie. I knew that I needed to construct the video in a different way, but I also
knew that I wanted few collaborators on the project. Film is, by and large, a collaborative art
form, but digital video is not. My desire to work predominantly alone largely had to do with my
preferred working conditions. My limited filmmaking experience was enough for me to
understand that the vision of a film’s creator is always subject to be filtered through the skill and
motivation of the film’s cast and crew. Lest my work be limited by my inability to communicate
my philosophies clearly to others, I wanted to do as much of the work myself as possible.
Though it may be helpful for a filmmaker to also be a good actor for her cast, crew, supporters,
and audience, I refused to divide my energy in this way on this particular project. With so much
of the piece left to exploration and chance, there seemed no reason to add the unpredictability of
a film set. This would also eliminate the stress of organizing and administering a group of
collaborators, which often overtakes the creative work in film production. There is a common
saying in the film industry that a movie is born during the script stage, destroyed in production
and born anew in postproduction. For this project, my goal was for the production of the work to
be a gestation, with one, definitive birth.
What this goal actually meant was setting lots of rules for myself about how the video
could be made. Most of these rules were arrived at over the process of making the work, out of
necessity or limitation of resources. In order to work with limited collaborators, I had to find
ways to simplify the process, keeping only what was vital to the creation of the digital images.
By keeping this goal central, these decisions came easily. For example, making the decision to be
unconcerned with continuity eliminated the need for wardrobe, makeup, and a fixed production
schedule. In keeping the production as flexible as possible, I thought I would also be giving
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myself to freedom to make smarter choices that served the video itself and not a production
schedule. The flexibility of the schedule would eventually catch up with me as I struggled to
manage my time between teaching and working on the video.
A final principal goal for the work was to fearlessly embrace the aesthetics of
amateurism. The nature of the video required my letting-go of learned aesthetic values and
production methods. Reframing my expectations of the final outcome was equally important in
this respect. If the video was not going to look like anything I had ever seen before, I would have
to work against my impulses to polish it. Affirmation came from Amos Poe’s film The Foreigner
(1978), which I saw the Fall semester that I entered the MFA program. Employing a minimal
narrative structure, improvisation and the use of performance mistakes in the final film, The
Foreigner shows the seams of its own design. These seams create a sublime sense of the
filmmaker himself, his working method and his filmmaking resources. The Foreigner is a pure
portrait of Poe’s intentions and sensibilities as a director because of its lack of artifice. Though a
superficial reading of the film would deem it as poorly produced, this characteristic creates a
profound feeling of closeness to the filmmaker and his vision. The film is an example of the kind
of spirituality that cinema is capable of achieving through the inherent sense of authorship that
can be created by amateurs.
My interest in The Foreigner led me to an Internet posting from 2008 by Jesse Richards’,
“Remodernist Film Manifesto.” This manifesto lists Poe’s film as an example of what
Remodernist film should strive for. Points four and five of the manifesto directly spoke to what
drew me to The Foreigner and represent an ideology that I wished to adopt for my own work:
“4. The Japanese ideas of wabi-sabi (the beauty of imperfection) and mono no aware (the
awareness of the transience of things and the bittersweet feelings that accompany their
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passing), have the ability to show the truth of existence, and should always be considered
when making the remodernist film.
5. An artificial sense of “perfection” should never be imposed on a remodernist film.
Flaws should be accepted and even encouraged…” (Richards)

By embracing the mistakes I was going to make, my video would be more personal in the same
way The Foreigner was for Poe. I felt this was a way to connect with an audience that would not
rely on its ability to empathize with a story and its characters.
Defining the Project
Before I knew I was making this project, I had already started. I had begun to build an
archive of footage of Florida’s landscapes. In the first year of development, I continued to
collect footage everywhere I went. During this time I had only a small idea of what this footage
would be used for or what I was looking for, specifically, in an image. I also began bringing this
footage into Final Cut Pro and manipulating it. This began as exploring various video filters and
seeing what resulted but soon progressed into specific experimental sequences. In October of
2009, I created a plan of action that laid out specific areas of digital editing that I wanted to
explore in depth using the archival footage. I wanted to explore the rhythms that could occur
between multiple images using different methods of layering and compositing. Within each
single image, I was also exploring the vast opportunities for manipulation with filters, re-sizing,
and motion in Final Cut. From these experiments, I was able to expand my proficiency in the
software and also get a sense of what the video was going to look like. These early experiments
were also vital to gaining an understanding of the nature of the new footage I would have to
shoot for the script.
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Free-form experimentation gave me materials to share with others to convey my project’s
look and scope. This became invaluable, as defining the project in its early stages was very
challenging. I often struggled to find the right explanation for the right audience. In script classes
it was difficult to explain the function of the script in my process as well as answer questions
about elements of the script that were not specifically tonal or structural, e.g. character
motivations or dramatic logic. The script format was an inadequate means of blueprinting the
video, so I inevitably had to write two documents: a traditional script of the dialogue and action
and a script that outlined production elements, sound, and further elaborations on the contents’
significance.
I found I would have to create many of the traditional documents needed in a film’s
development in dual forms. One form would be in a modified industrial model, the other would
supplement the elements of the video not covered or explained in the traditional budget, for
example. Though I made a line-item budget for the project, I also wrote about my desire to fully
integrate the expenses of the video into my non-filmmaking life. For example, though I budgeted
travel money to gather footage for my archives, I made a point to bring a camera whenever I was
traveling to another part of Florida for other purposes. Though that gas money was used to get
footage for the project, I would have bought the gas anyway to make that particular trip. I
gathered footage on family vacations, traveling to play music, and visiting friends. In this way, I
feel I could have made this project without a budget, but there had to be a budget document to
show the true costs of the video as well as a way of showing how the video would be financed.
This duality also emerged in how I framed the project for whoever I was sharing it with. If I was
pitching to a certain audience, I would talk about why I was not making the video in a traditional
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way, perhaps defending its experimental nature or speaking strictly to the story within the
video’s content. For other listeners I could actually talk about the project itself and what I hoped
it would turn into.
The majority of my issues explaining the work came from my uncertainty about what the
video would actually look like. Much of development and pre-production of a film is taking the
movie you have created in your mind and translating it to workable, cinematic form. When the
Alligator Called to Elijah was born out of ideas about process and discovery; I had no image in
my mind of the video I was working toward. I began to realize that the process of making the
work was far more interesting and valuable to me than an end product. This made it difficult not
only to explain the project in a casual setting such as a networking opportunity at a film festival,
but I often doubted the explanations I managed to come up with. It seemed like I was talking
about a dozen different movies each time I spoke about it. The central point of interest was
unclear. Was it a video about Florida, the digital image, the Stations of the Cross, or was it just
about the process? I felt that it was about all these things, but that makes for a tricky log line.
The true test of defining the work came in November of 2010, when I shot my first scene
from the video’s script for my Advanced Directing class with Jesse Wolfe. I chose a scene in the
middle of the script that could eventually serve as good teaser to raise anticipation for the video.
Though I had been developing the video for over a year at this point, I was nowhere near ready
to shoot with performers. We met at the location and shot the scene, but it did not turn out well.
It was not a traditional film set: we shot in a bar, the actors sat around drinking while I took
footage of them. I had no assistance; there was no lighting, craft services, or make-up. Still, the
footage looked strangely traditional. I made a shot list and cut the footage together and nothing
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about it seemed particularly digital except that it was shot with a digital camera. The scene was
adequate, but it was not what I felt I had set out to do. Though I had written extensively about
my goals and experimented with footage, I had not defined a production method for the project. I
was instinctively modifying the industrial model as I had learned to do, and I had to find a way to
stop.
A goal for the project was alternative production methods, but up until this point that
referred to my desire to work with few collaborators and maintain a flexible production schedule.
I had to figure out a production method for how the actors, locations, and props would be
photographed. Meeting at a location and filming the actors at the location with props on hand
was going to require a great deal of administrative work from me, especially without a producer
or production manager. Though I had eliminated the need to keep track of wardrobe and
continuity, there were still too many elements for one person to manage when it came to
executing scenes with actors.
At this point the idea of using green screen elements in the video was something I had
already explored, completing some camera tests with Patrick Greene, who I had cast Elijah. My
experiments with layering and compositing had inspired sequences in the video where I would
have Elijah’s image completely separate from his background environments, and I was going to
use the green screen to create these moments. A former film school colleague, Lindsay
Denniberg, was also working on a feature-length digital video at the Art Institute of Chicago.
She was filming the entirety of her piece in front of a green screen so she could completely
manipulate the color and backgrounds of her images. I became inspired by her ability to create
original environments from computer images and small-scale models. Her work spoke to my
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ideas about creating any image on the computer rather than trying to assemble and photograph an
image from real life. I decided that if I made the green screen more of an element in my own
project, I could have this kind of control over my images and also eliminate the necessity of
coordinating actors on location.
Though I had made a number of important production limitations for myself thus far, the
decision to shoot the majority of the performances on green screen changed everything. I
realized that the true power of the digital image was the ability to construct any kind of shot or
image from parts of other images like a moving collage. This insight also gave me a strict
aesthetic direction for working with the actors. I painted one wall of my bedroom neon green,
rather than seeking out a green screen studio to accommodate my schedule and budget. The
green wall limited the angles I could shoot from and the frame size of each shot. For example, it
was nearly impossible to take wide shots of the actors due to the size of the room and the lens
limitations of the Flip Video. While initially very constricting, these new parameters forced me
to think about each image strictly in terms of its shapes, colors, and lines. To create depth, I had
to think about the images of three-dimensional spaces and objects as flat planes that could be
stacked in front of one another.
The homemade green screen inspired a number of other important production limitations
that came to define the look and character of the video. Taking the collage idea to the extreme, I
concluded that all props and vehicles that occurred in the story should also be added separately,
via green screen. Actors used green colored stand-ins for props or simply pantomimed their use.
The effect, when all parts were assembled, was that the elements in the frame (the background,
the actors, the props) fit together in a recognizable simulation of reality, but were simultaneously
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disconnected, always on the verge of drifting apart. Similarly, I often opted to shoot the actors of
a scene separately, so that their performances and eye lines were disjointed. Without a
professional green screen and lighting, the green in each shot did not key out completely in
editing, sometimes leaving a green or black lining around each separate component. Initially
inspired by the transparent construction of Amos Poe’s The Foreigner, I had created the most
extreme representation of my own video’s construction, foregrounding the literal seams of each
image.
Use of the green screen also significantly altered the flexibility of the video’s production
for the better. I was no longer tied to specific locations, props, or cars. If I had a location in mind,
I would go shoot it by myself, avoiding scheduling conflicts with other collaborators. As I began
editing and had less time to go shoot backgrounds, I discovered that searching for background
images online was just as useful. I could manipulate a found photograph or video from the
Internet to suit any scene. This would prove invaluable as my time to shoot live footage
dwindled but the deadline to complete the project drew nearer. The incorporation of found
footage allowed me to showcase more Florida landmarks, unbound by time and place. When the
Alligator Called to Elijah was now, more than ever, an exercise in motion collage. I no longer
had to coordinate the schedules of actors. Even the time of day for each shoot no longer
mattered, as I could change the color temperature in the editing room. My production mindset
shifted from, “What specific images do I need to gather and how do I go about getting them?” to
“Here are some images I collected, how can I manipulate them to work for this scene?”
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Stalled Progress

Though there was a clear progression of thought that allowed me to continue to more
narrowly define my work as I went, it seldom appeared that way to me during the development
and production process. For most of the process, I worried that I was spending a lot of time
thinking about the video and not enough time executing it. Progress was strained some weeks. I
felt like I did not know where to start and when I did, I would work on sequences that became
dead ends. I often doubted whether what I was working on was watchable and feared my
production rules had created a chaotic soup of images that had no direction. Though I had strictly
defined a production process, I had also opened up the endless variations that came with the
flexibility of my freedom of images. As such it was sometimes difficult to know when to stop
looking for a particular image, given the endless variety of material on the web.
More significantly, I wondered if my rules, put in place to avoid production pitfalls and
conflict with collaborators, were part of a veiled attempt to avoid the real nature of being a
filmmaker. Was my goal of seeking out a new way of working with digital images just a
rationalization for picking and choosing the aspects of filmmaking that I wanted to deal with?
And if so, was that pioneering or lethargy? Because my process was different from my
classmates’, there was often the outward appearance that I was using my ideas about
experimentation to avoid doing the paperwork typically generated when making a film. Most of
the MFA program’s coursework, designed to aid in pre-production on industrial model,
independent films, was not applicable to my project and did not aid in its progress. As a result,
many of my classes and assignments were tailored to my work and I worried I was receiving
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preferential treatment. In retrospect, it seems absurd to interpret the Film Department faculty’s
willingness to support my work as such. I owe the entirety of this video to their support of new
ideas and concern for making the MFA curriculum work for me.
The doubt that arose from the untraveled path I was on was exacerbated by my growing
inability to manage my time between graduate classes, graduate teaching duties, and working on
the video. As my teaching responsibilities steadily increased, it was easy to go an entire semester
with only small pieces of the project to show for it. There was always a paper to grade or a
lecture to prepare with a more immediate deadline. In the summer of 2010, I took a position as
production designer for a classmate, Alex Bowser’s, thesis film Bad Pixels. I thought because
this was only my first summer in the program I could afford to devote myself full-time to
Bowser’s production. This particular summer would end up being my least involved with
summer classes. It was valuable time that I regret not using to work on my own video. At the
time, I was advised against taking the crew position by Steve Schlow and Patty Hurter but was
compelled by Alex Bowser’s dire crew shortage and imminent shooting dates to take the job.
Despite these setbacks, the biggest challenge at all stages of production was scheduling
time to work with the actors. The idea of keeping the shooting schedule flexible was to ensure
that nothing about the video was sacrificed in order to meet the needs of someone else's
schedule. Rather than cutting a scene because something went wrong on set, I wanted to have the
ability to fix the problem and shoot another time. In practice, this actually kept both the
performers and myself from treating the shooting schedule with any urgency. Without that
pressure, anything became a justifiable reason to meet another day to shoot. I did not want to
work with actors on a particular day who did not want to be shooting or had more pressing
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obligations, but by the fall of 2011, my lead performer's constant unavailability was beginning to
worry me. It was important to me to respect the time of my actors, who were all working for free,
but I did not impress upon them a long-term timeline. Usually when I expressed concern about
finishing on time, Patrick was able to make time in his schedule. But then there might be a month
when he or I would cancel a shoot each week. I began trying to schedule small deadlines for
sections of the video that needed to be shot, scheduling conflicts still had a away of interfering.
Ultimately I was able to accomplish everything I needed in time, but good deal of shooting
happened the spring and summer of 2012, even two weeks before the video was due.
There are a lot of lessons I learned from trying to maintain a relaxed production schedule
and then making up for it with more difficulties at the end of the process. Most of them point to
my need for a producer to manage the administrative aspects of a project this large. With so
much work that could be done on the video by myself, I would have benefited from a person
functioning in a non-creative capacity: for instance, keeping track of the larger timeline of
production or managing my collaborators. A producer could have also been the voice of warning
when other obligations took precedence over the video, urging me to make more time.

Affirmation and the Finish Line
Though I was prone to worry about my ability to finish this project as well as the quality
of the work itself, I had a great deal of assurance from outside sources. My committee members
had a lot of confidence in my work, even as I have been an anomaly in the program. In
November 2011, I screened a few small sections of the video for Chris Harris and Steve Schlow,
which were received with overwhelming praise. Because I had shown what I was working on too
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so few people, I began to develop a lot of dread that it was too bizarre or difficult to watch. Not
only was I relieved that my thesis advisers loved the footage, I was stunned at their enthusiasm. I
felt validated to continue with my plan and often reminded myself of their confidence in
moments of uneasiness.
In the spring of 2012, I attended the Brakhage Symposium at the University of Colorado
at Boulder with Chris Harris. The topic of the conference was the cross section of narrative and
poetic cinema, and many well-known experimental filmmakers, film scholars, and programmers
attended. I saw inspiring films at this event and got to glimpse a small inner circle of people
whose work and careers inspire me. Most affecting was hearing filmmakers talk about their
personal processes for developing new films. Many spoke about gut feelings and obsessions that
they did not understand. Animator Stacey Steers talked about how often she did not know where
a new piece would take her and would follow her impulses until something took shape. These
experiences spoke directly to my own struggles with When the Alligator Called to Elijah and
made me realize that doubt and uncertainty are a part of the process. Some of these people made
art by struggling with or responding to their ideas and their medium until something wholly new
emerged. A filmmaker was not always working toward a precise vision of the end product so
much as seeing what worked in the moment. This was precisely how I forged my own work and
I began to accept my creative anxiety. Worrying now felt like a sign that I was really making
something of worth. Understanding that, I was able to stop worrying and finish the video.
By the time only a few months remained to complete the project, the video’s look and
process had finally begun to crystallize like it had not before. I now knew how to look at footage
of a scene and quickly understand how to shoot the other parts of it against the green screen
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without diagramming them on paper. I kept extensive notes and drawings of ideas for sequences
that became essential when I was collecting more footage and images or working with actors.
Though there was a lot left for construction during this summer, the work was fast because of my
confidence in what I was doing. With every shot in every scene containing many different video
elements, keeping up with strict organization of shots and sequences became paramount to the
editing process. While it would often take me all day to edit only a few minutes of the final video
due to the complexity of each layer, the time I had spent organizing all of my footage and
experimental sequences paid off. In the previous two years, I had felt like I was slowly chipping
small pieces of the work off of a larger, indestructible block, but the work took shape with
surprising speed and a feeling of inevitability in the final months leading up to the deadline. I
can attribute this ease to the focus and care I brought to the smaller tasks of documenting and
organizing everything I was doing and feeling as I explored my medium. My sensitivity to the
natural progression of the piece made it very easy to make firm creative choices in the editing
room and behind the camera. Everything seemed to just fit together at the end. Despite all my
fear and hesitation, confidence in my own instincts became my saving grace in the final weeks.
In June 2012 I submitted clips of the video with an application for the Princess Grace
Award. The grant could provide me with the funds needed to complete the video’s sound and
distribution. Though I applied for several grants throughout the development of this project, this
application is noteworthy. In previous applications I struggled with how to describe the project,
as I had yet to really know what it would be like. I also did not know which elements of the work
to present and how to frame them. The aforementioned difficulties I had with multiple ways of
representing the work to multiple audiences had vanished by the time I set out the write the
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application for the Princess Grace Award. I was able to present a clear description of the work
and my intentions that I felt represented the video well. It was clear to me by this point that the
period leading up to this summer was not of searching and testing things out, but of gestation.
Now that the work was well underway, it was clear that I knew what I was making and how to
complete it.
When the Alligator Called to Elijah is a significant landmark in my artistic career because
I took creative risks that went above and beyond my formal training. I ventured into the
unknown searching for a means of expression I did could not yet identify and came out with a
clear vision of the project and stronger sense of self. I was given the resources and environment
to freely explore the potential of this project and myself as a filmmaker. Without these
opportunities, I could not have made the video that I did, nor would I have had the courage to try.
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CHAPTER TWO: PICTURE

Figure 1: Elijah explores Dinosaur World.
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Figure 2: Elijah hitches a ride with Mary Mother and Simon
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Figure 3: Elijah asks Veronica the bartender to share a dance.
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Figure 4: Digital Foliage
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Figure 5: An image from Elijah's dream.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH

The Scripts
The screenplay for this video was an imagining of dialog and events that would serve as
the skeleton of the project. The script informs the momentum and tone of the film, but is not an
indication of the final video in itself. It is a new Florida folktale, created to illustrate the themes
of chaos which envelope the environment and the characters of the video. The structuring
principle of the script is the Catholic Stations of the Cross.
The characters in the script are placeholders for the documented performances of the
actors. Characters and actions in the script are, by in large, devices used to evoke audiences’
preconceived associations and expectations about the cinematic treatment of religion, destiny and
the conventions of film noir. Dialogue and specific details of each character were determined
through casting, based on appearance and availability for the project.
Locations and the descriptions of place were subject to the availability of resources for
the project. The nature of this video was that it is possible to construct the scenes of this script
using any digital resources at the filmmaker’s disposal. This includes the use of found footage,
green screen and digital collage. In the editing process, it was common for locations and actions
to change, based on what footage was shot or found. Many scenes were adapted in accordance
with the layer of a given shot that was constructed first. For example, the geography of action
described in the script, for a given scene, might vary from the final video as a result of the found
footage used for the background image of that particular scene.
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The following pages include two versions of the narrative script. The first is the
descriptions of dialogue and actions, which follows the format of an Industry screenplay. The
second script is the production and soundtrack notes that correspond to the narrative sections.
While the dialogue and action script portrays an accurate sense of the video’s intended tone, the
production and soundtrack notes are necessary for understanding the overall goals for the final
product. As the work is largely visual and experimental in nature, a secondary script with
production notes was needed to convey the intended breadth of the work. Though I did not
originally plan to rely on the script as a blueprint for the final film, I found myself returning to it
as a format for sharing the content of the project with the actors and other collaborators. Many of
the documents I have created for this video were adapted organically for the specific needs of the
project and my person working methods. As a result, the screenplay became an accessible,
neutral format to convey the overall intentions of the piece to others.
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Script 1: Narrative Content and Dialogue
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When the Alligator Called
to Elijah
by Kate Shults

Draft 6: Narrative Content and Dialogue
January 30, 2012

Kate Shults
1415 Granville Ln
Orlando, FL 32803
(904) 616-9655
k.f.shults@gmail.com
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Script 2: Production and Soundtrack Notes
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When the Alligator Called
to Elijah
by Kate Shults

Draft 5: Episode Draft with Production Notes
November 21, 2010

Kate Shults
1158 Western Way
Orlando, FL 32804
(904) 616-9655
k.f.shults@gmail.com
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CHAPTER FOUR: MARKETING PLAN
The marketing and distribution of digital movies has shifted dramatically over the years I
have spent developing this project. Though film festivals were once a viable option for having
films seen and bought by distribution companies, this seldom happens for independent
filmmakers anymore. Unless there is a big budget, movie stars, or a substantial marketing angle
for a large audience, filmmakers can expect film festivals to drain their energy and funds without
much reward. Despite this glum reality, there are a number of reasons to submit When the
Alligator Called to Elijah to some of the festivals that program experimental films.
The principle exhibition strategy for the video will be through alternative theatrical
screenings and self-distribution. I will distribute digital copies of the video on my website as well
as create DVDs to purchase through the site and at screenings. Physical DVDs are increasingly
less sought after and valued, so these DVDs will be created as individualized, collector’s items
and kept at a low cost.
Film Festival Strategy
When the Alligator Called to Elijah will be screened for experimental film and video
audiences, through specialized film festivals and festival categories. I have an established
working method for submitting to these kinds of festivals, updated from when I submitted my
short film, SaleMeow (2007) to over twenty festivals internationally in 2008. Some of these
festivals include the European Media Arts Festival, PDX Film Festival, Rome Independent Film
Festival and Signes de Nuit Paris. I also plan to submit the video to some Internationally curated
video exhibitions. These programs generally practice rolling submissions and have screenings at
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scheduled times throughout each year. I plan to submit to these programs in conjunction with
festival submissions.
Alternative Theatrical Screenings
Outside the audiences that attend experimental film and video screenings, I believe there
is an audience for Elijah among experimental music and performance art supporters. In Orlando
alone, there is a flourishing Do-It-Yourself scene where musicians and artists can freely display
their work to a consistent audience. This audience attends experimental music performances and
art openings on a monthly basis, donating money to traveling groups and buying merchandise.
Myself, the cast of Elijah and the video’s composer, Jameson Lynch, are heavily entrenched
creatively and socially in this niche market. Because of these associations, I believe Elijah has a
small, built-in fan base in the Orlando area. I plan to reach this audience by screening the video
at a local venue, as a special event.
A 30-minute cut of the video will be shown, with limited subtitling in place of dialogue.
The composers who contributed to the project’s score will perform a live, improvisational set,
responding to the projected visuals. This special event strategy will allow the work to be seen by
audiences who might not be lured to a quiet theater to watch a movie. In Jon Reiss’ Think
Outside the Box Office, he argues that, “incorporating aspects of an event into your screenings in
the future of independent live event/theatrical releases.” (Reiss 171) By assessing the limited
marketability of this project, I determined that this live event component was needed to capture
wider audiences than just my close friends and family.
The target market outside this immediate, Orlando base will be reached using both online
distribution strategies and possibly a national screening tour. The national screening tour of
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When the Alligator Called to Elijah will take place after the video has premiered in U.S,
hopefully at a film festival. The tour will also be dependent on the amount of funds that can be
raised for the undertaking. I have not budgeted for a national tour because I hope to reassess the
feasibility after gauging audience reactions to the finished work. In effect, a national tour would
be the second phase of marketing and distribution, in the event that initial screenings of the video
are favorable.
Musicians involved with the creation of Elijah’s score and sound design will be invited
to join the tour with their own respective music projects. In the same way a group of bands
would tour together, I plan to book bars and music venues where I can screen my video,
followed by the other acts. I will sell DVDs along with the bands’ merchandise.
After the tour, I would consider semi-theatrical distribution through art schools and
universities. An example of an established DIY semi-theatrical methodology can be observed in
the work of Todd Sklar. His Range Life Entertainment launched a successful college tour for
Sklar’s film Box Elder in 2008. Sklar started coordinating with larger distributors to take groups
of films on the road, through his established college circuit, including Magnolia Picture’s Square
Grouper and HBO Doc Teenage Papazzo.
More avenues for the distribution of Elijah will be discovered upon further research on
the international art market. Outside film festivals, I hope to discover alternative outlets for
exposure such as art museums, galleries or curated events. Though not necessarily creating
further DVD or tickets sales, the exposure in the art realm could lead to further opportunities for
my career as a video artist.
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Self-Distribution Options
Information and DVD sales will be available through my artists’ webpage. A less costly
alternative to a national tour with the video is breaking each section of the piece into separate
webisodes for streaming or download. Utilizing selected social networking sites Facebook,
Vimeo, and Twitter, I will promote each distribution phase and hope to create a network of
future supporters.
For a project of this size of budget, it is not necessary to sell DVDs to audiences.
However, I believe I can create value by making a small amount of personalized, low cost
DVDs, with collectable packaging. These DVDs will come in homemade sleeves, with screenprinted artwork, and unique bonus materials. These bonus materials, in addition to the limited
numbers and unique packaging, will give audiences a chance to attain something physical and
one-of-a-kind of the video. My small, target market of underground culture consumers is one that
continues to value collector’s objects, such as the vinyl record or paper zine. Though small, there
will be a demand in this market for a similarly unique artifact of my work.
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Poster

Figure 6: Video Poster
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APPENDIX A:
ANNOTATED INDEX OF DEVELOPMENT AND SOURCE MATERIALS
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APPENDIX B:
ARTIST’S JOUNRAL
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PLAN OF ACTION: When the Alligator Called to Elijah
October 3, 2009
“Pre Production”
Pre-experiment, experimentation in order to discover what is needed to properly plan and
execute the film’s production.
1. LAYERING
- Cropping images that are layered
- Changing the opacities of layered images
GOAL: To understand the amount of “give” the opacities have of different degrees of light
and
dark
- Key out different colors of layered images.
GOAL: Explore the relationship of various hues of light and dark to keying and how that can
marry multiple images
OVERALL GOALS: Explore rhythms between multiple images, using various methods of
layering. Understand the qualities of the images that will be needed for the film.
2. COMPOSITING
- Cutting out and replacing elements of an image
1. “blackout” technique
2. introduce found footage
- Layering multiple perspectives of a single subject matter
GOAL: find ways of skewing perspective and exploring database ideas.
OVERALL GOALS: Implement what was learned in “layering” exercises to construct
purposeful images and manipulate architecture of a frame
3. ZOOM, IMAGE SIZE MANIPULATION
- Utilizing digital zoom
- Blowing up and reducing image sizes
OVERALL GOALS: To explore and magnify the seams of the digital, moving image in order to
appreciate and understand its limitations and assets on a basic, raw level
4. CAMERA
- Zooms, close-ups
SEE #3. GOALS
- Collaborative exploration of Flip Video capabilities: Marco Cordero, James Monahan, etc.
PLAN: Distribute Flip Videos to artists of multiple mediums so that they may explore the
camera and report their discoveries. Curate screenings and informal discussions of
findings. Host group explorations and collaborations.
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GOAL: Open the exploration of the camera up to a wider range of ideas and critical thinking in
the hopes of gaining more insight more quickly. Establish interest in the project and make
connections with possible collaborators.
5. RESEARCH
- New media theory
- Compositing, as it is being used and what it is capable of
- Work/ideas of other digital artists (non-digital as well)
- Florida locations: old theme parks, cultural oddities, natural landmarks, plant-life
- Florida history
GOALS: Further inform the overall goals, methods and content of the film.
6. FUNDING/CREATING INTEREST
- Grant and scholarship research
- Grant writing research (independent study? UCF course?)
- Public and internet screenings of findings (quarterly?)
- Blog
- Application of findings in outside projects i.e. music videos, 2D artwork, photography
GOALS: Generate funds and attract collaborators. Pique interest and discussion of the film’s
ideas and methods from outside collaborators. Develop ideas and methods by expanding them to
outside projects and other mediums, in the hopes that these alternative applications will enrich
the original piece.
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APPENDIX F:
PRODUCTION TIMELINE
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PRODUCTION TIMELINE
When the Alligator Called to Elijah
AUGUST 2009 - DECEMBER 2010
-Script development
-Initial casting of Patrick Greene as Elijah
-Collect archive footage
-Begin experimenting with archival footage
JANUARY 2010- MAY 2010
-Continue script development
-Begin taking audio field recordings
-January 16 – First camera test with Pat Greene
-January 25 – Semester Consult – presented early visual experiments
-Complete Index of Development and Source Materials
-Create mock application for Creative Capital Grant funding
-Selected Thesis Committee/Christopher Harris as Thesis Chair
-May 21-25 – Trip to the Everglades to shoot footage
SUMMER 2010
-Continue collecting archival footage/audio
***Worked as Production Designer on Bad Pixels, MFA thesis film of Alex Bowser***
AUGUST 2010 – DECEMBER 2010
-Continue collecting archival footage/audio
-Prepare Thesis Proposal documents
-November 20 – Shoot first scene with Pat Greene and Sonja Shoemaker
-Begin developing marketing materials
JANUARY 2011- MAY 2011
-Continue collecting archival footage/audio
-February 2 – Meet with Alex Bowser about tech specs of the project
-April 15 - Meet with the Thesis Review Board
-April 27 – Received TRB feedback/Project green lit by Stephen Schlow
SUMMER 2011
-Continue collecting archival footage/audio
-Footage gathering trips to Miami, Tampa Bay area, Sarasota
-June 11 – First all-cast/crew meeting
-July 10 – Shoot with John Contos and Michelle Spinella
AUGUST 2011 – DECEMBER 2011
-Continue collecting archival footage/audio
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-Begin editing footage with actors
-Begin developing musical score/recruiting composers
-August 10 – Shoot with John Contos and Michelle Spinella
-September 14 – Shoot with Pat Greene
-September 28 - Shoot with Pat Greene
-October 8 – Shoot with Pat Greene and John Contos
-October 23 – Shoot with Pat Greene and Sonja Shoemaker
-November 3- Shoot with Stephanie Lister
-November 20 – Shoot with Pat Greene and John Contos
-Screened footage for advisers Stephen Schlow and Christopher Harris
JANUARY 2012 – MAY 2012
-Edit footage
-Continue development of marketing strategy and materials
-Development of artist’s website
-Complete pre-production for footage that remains
-Begin drafting Electronic Thesis Dissertation
-May 30 – Meet with Jameson Lynch to work on musical score
JUNE 2012 – JULY 2012
-Complete fine cut of picture
-Complete rough sound mix
-June 1 – Apply for the Princess Grace Award for finishing funds
-June 16 – Shoot with Patrick Greene, Rich Evans, Eric Grincewicz, Sammy Meneses
-June 18 – Shoot with Sara Matthews
-June 22 – Thesis Defense Announcement
-July 6 – Thesis Defense
-July 20 – Electronic Thesis Dissertation Due
AUGUST 2012 – DECEMBER 2012
-Complete final sound mix
-Complete final score
-Orlando premiere of video
-Begin distribution
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Production Staff
Written and Directed by
Produced by
Director of Photography
Edited by
Assistant Editor
Assistant Camera
Production Assistance

KATE SHULTS
KATE SHULTS
KATE SHULTS
KATE SHULTS
BRETT WALSH
BRETT WALSH
JONATHAN HOHENSEE
DANNY SHEEHAN
ROBERT FRITZ
LUKE BRADSHAW
JAMESON LYNCH
BRADLY WOODHAM
RANDALL LYONS
AARON BOROWICZ
HENRY M.
CRAIG HAND
GEORGE STUART
GREG LEIBOWITZ
ZACHARY BECKLER
ALEX BOWSER

Sound Mix by
Orignal Score

Additional Audio
Web Services
Technical Advising

Cast
Elijah
Simon
Mary Mother
Veronica
The Creeps

PATRICK GREENE
JOHN CONTOS
MICHELLE SPINELLA
SONJA SHOEMAKER
RICH EVANS
ERIC GRINCEWICZ
SCOTT BARNES
SARA MATTHEWS
STEPHANIE LISTER
KATYA GOMEZ
KATE SHULTS
GEORGE STUART
DANNY SHEEHAN

Motel Clerk
Motel Housekeeper
Ghost in the Woods
Agent in Dinosaur World
Feet
Hands
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